
Left: ASIRT Executive Board Member Susan Zuckerman accepts a $1,000 check from PBI Director of Programming and Production  
Dan Fulop. Center: Robbie Shorr, center, donates to ASIRT by making annual contributions and volunteering his time as a PBI referee. 
Right: Players raise awareness about road safety while enjoying an intense workout. Final score: 20-21, but ASIRT is the winner! 
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Wishing you a distraction-free and safe holiday season, 

 

Rochelle Sobel 
Founder, Association for Safe International Road Safety 
 
 
 
Highlight on Creative Fundraising  
Consider gathering a group of friends to support road safety. ASIRT volunteer Tsippora Rosenberg raised 
nearly  $700 by inviting her University of Maryland Smith School of Business classmates to an information 
session about road safety. On Thanksgiving Day, ASIRT Executive Board member Paul Blank hosted the 
15th annual PBI, Paul Blank Invitational Football Game. Contact asirt@asirt.org to learn how you can save 
lives by lending your time, expertise or creativity. To have an immediate impact, make your tax-free donation 
online today. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ASIRT in the Global Arena 
RS-10 is the acronym for the Road Safety project that Bloomberg Philanthropies funds in 10 low- and 
middle-income countries. View the WHO RS-10 Factsheet here. ASIRT is one of 6 international partners 
selected to address road traffic injuries in Kenya, Turkey and Egypt. The other partners include: the World 
Health Organization, World Bank Global Road Safety Facility, EMBARQ, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School 
of Public Health and the Global Road Safety Partnership. 

ASIRT now serves on the Board of Directors of The Global Alliance of NGOs for Road Safety established to 
represent the voice of NGOs around the world that focus on the issue. Visit the roadsafetyngos.org website 
for updates and activities. 
 
 
 

Dear ASIRT Friends and Supporters, 

Who is your Designated Texter? “Designated driver” is common parlance 
when friends plan to drive to a party or an outing where alcohol is served. 
Keeping up with the times, the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, NHTSA, is encouraging drivers to ask their friends to text for 
them. Read about this campaign to prevent motor vehicle related deaths and 
injuries among teen drivers. 

• Join ASIRT’s Pledge to Designate a Texter to Prevent Distracted Driving.  
• Learn new safety tips on ASIRT's Facebook page.  
• Make road safety a priority wherever you travel. Know before you go. 
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Donate to ASIRT’s 
Annual Fundraiser  

to ensure that ASIRT 
continues to save lives. 
Read Rochelle’s important 
message and donate now. 
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“Shell uses ASIRT’s RTRs in conjunction with our 
own logistics and road safety reports when we 
consider new business opportunities in a country. 
We have commissioned ASIRT to develop reports  

for countries for which they had not issued one, benefiting 
Shell and ASIRT. Also, we acquire and distribute paper copies 
of relevant country reports to help raise road safety awareness 
at key project locations.”  

 
Richard Finch, Delivery Manager Logistics and Infrastructure 
Operations Excellence  
Mike Watson, Global Road Safety Manager 
Shell Upstream International BV  

Corporate and University Road Travel Report Membership Programs 
Corporations, universities, and individuals recognize the invaluable information that ASIRT Road Travel 
Reports, RTRs, provide for travelers, employees, and students abroad. RTRs present relevant detailed  
information including road culture, pedestrian safety, “Know Before you Go” facts and emergency contacts 
and procedures. An increased interest in RTRs has allowed us to publish new and updated versions. Recent 
releases include Benin, China, Gabon, Iraq, the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia and the United Arab 
Republic. View a sample RTR. 

ASIRT and Shell Global Solutions, located 
in the Netherlands, recently forged a strong 
and successful partnership. The company 
makes road safety a priority by maintaining 
the laudable goal of zero fatalities for their 
employees working and travelling abroad. 
Shell incorporates excerpts from ASIRT’s 
Road Travel Reports when publishing their  
in-house safety reports.  

 
ASIRT Education Abroad members include: 
College of William and Mary, Cornell 
University, Dartmouth College, Georgia Tech, 
Madison Area Tech, UC Davis, Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute and Yale University. 
Members subscribe to and receive Road 
Travel Reports for countries relevant to their 
study abroad programs. With the increased 
interest in the RTRs, we are publishing new 
and updated versions. 

 

ASIRT in the Media 
Read a moving Op Ed piece by Rochelle Sobel in the Turkish newspaper, Today’s Zaman;  an interview with 
Rochelle in the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Newsletter, New Public Health;  an excerpt from the 
American Journal of Public Health article, Addressing the Implementation Gap in Global Road Safety: 
Exploring Features of an Effective Response and Introducing a 10-Country Program; and watch Rochelle as 
she and a few swift and safe drivers offer motorcycle safety tips in Jordan. 
 
News You Can Use  
This fall, the U.S. government reported a 9% increase in motor vehicle traffic fatalities for the first half of 
2012, the largest jump during the first six months of any previous year since data was first collected in 1975. 
The experts cannot account for this rise. Read more here. Juxtapose this story with an 18% decrease in 
road fatalities in the U.K. report.  

Save the Dates 
December 2012: ASIRT’s fundraising campaign is underway. Check your mailbox and inbox for messages. 
Mail your check in the response envelope provided or donate safely and securely online. 

May 6-12, 2013: UN Global Road Safety Week. Focus on Pedestrian Safety. Learn more. 

Monday, May 20, 2013: ASIRT Annual Fundraising Gala, Washington, DC. 

 
 
 
 

 

“An ASIRT Education Abroad Membership is an excellent 
investment for our program. Membership allows us to access 
all of ASIRT's resources, and to make their country-specific 
Road Travel Reports available to our students and faculty. 
These are extremely detailed and provide excellent 
information to help our students and faculty plan road travel 
within the countries where we operate. ASIRT materials have 
also been very useful in developing student orientation and 
faculty training programs. I really am so impressed by the 
resources that ASIRT compiles and offers its members.” 
 
Anne T. Ogilvie, Director of Global Operations 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

 

 

ASIRT's mission is to save lives and minimize crash-related injuries by assisting travelers to manage road risks  
and by inspiring action throughout the world to improve road safety. ASIRT accomplishes this mission through  
education, advocacy and the creation of model sustainable road safety programs and partnerships worldwide. 

Pledge          www.asirt.org          asirt@asirt.org          Donate  
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